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1. The name's the same: A group of buildings in Rome, including the cathedral of Rome which is officially called the Basilica of the Savior; a palace in the same area where the Popes once resided; and the 1929 treaty which created Vatican City.  FTP give me this common name.
	Answer: Lateran

2. The author stated that this work was written "to draw attention to the truth that prostitution is caused, not by female depravity and male licentiousness, but simply by underpaying, undervaluing, and overworking women".  Characters include Mr Praed, Vivie, Frank, Sir George Croft and the title character.  FTP name this play by George Bernard Shaw, which was written in 1893 but not performed until 1902.
	Answer: Mrs Warren's Profession

3.  They have random motion due to collisions with other molecules and are subject to Brownian motion and the Tyndall efffect. They may consist of grains of solid, bubbles of gas, or liquid droplets dispersed as a gel, emulsion, or sol. FTP what name do chemists use for this type of suspension?
	Answer: Colloid

4. It was inspired by the suppression of a revolt of the people.  It shows a central figure in a white shirt and yellow pants on his knees with his hands thrown up.  Nearby, 2 bloody comrades lie dead on the ground.  The line of impersonal soldiers have their backs to the observer, while a church is shown in the background.  FTP name this painting in the Prado by Francisco Goya.
	Answer: Third of May, 1808 or Executions of 3rd May 1808
	be generous, it is a translated titled

5. After winning over French settlers, he captured Vincennes on the Wabash in 1779.  This followed earlier victories at Cahokia and Ft. Kaskasia.  His daring helped secure American control of the Northwest Territory, but he is often remembered only as the older brother of William who got to the Pacific in 1805.  FTP name this frontiersman.
	Answer: George Rogers Clark

6. Examples of it include father and pater, foot and pod, and fish and pisces.  It is a phenomenon called consonant shifts and it is codified in this linguistic law.  FTP name this law which helps explain much of the diversity of English.
	Answer: Grimm's Law

7. 	It has four main ethnic groups--the Yoruba, Hausa, Fulani, and the Ibo, who revolted against the government in 1967.  It became independent in 1960 after over 70 years of British rule.  FTP name this nation that includes the would-be state of Biafra.
	Answer: Nigeria

8. His circle included Adam Smith, the actor David Garrick, Sir Joshua Reynolds, Edmund Burke and Oliver Goldsmith. He wrote poetry and essays for his weekly Rambler and prepared an edition of Shakespeare.  FTP, name this author of Lives of the Poets and Rasselas who is best known as a critic and the subject of a famous biography.
	Answer: Samuel Johnson

9. As a devout Lutheran, he inscribed many of his scores "to the Glory of God" or "in the name of Jesus" and he integrated many Luthern hymns into his work.  He served as court organist to the Duke of Weimar and was later cantor of a school in Leipzig.  He wrote over 200 Church cantatas, as well as other sacred music such as his famous Mass in B Minor and the St. Matthew Passion. FTP name this great composer of the baroque.
	Answer: J. 5. Bach

10. In the course of the book bearing his name he has four apocalyptic visions, interprets two dreams of a Babylonian ruler, and explains the handwriting on thee wall at Belshazzar's feast.  FOr 10 points, identify this Old Testament figure whose most famous exploits was his escape from the lion's den.
	Answer: Daniel

11. It was revoked by passage of the Sherman Silver Purchase Act in 1890, having been passed in 1878 over a presidential veto.  It required the treasury to purchase $2 to $4 million of silver bullion each month for coinage. FTP name this act, name after the two congressmen who sponsored it.
	Answer: Bland-Allison Act

12. After the 1974 season he was traded for Carl May.  He played left, right, and center field and a little 1st base during his 22-year career. He led the National League in home runs 4 times and won 2 batting titles.  He is currently 3rd on the all time hit list.  FTP name this man who was elected to the Hall of Fame in 1982 and is now a vice-president with the Atlanta Braves.
	Answer: Henry Aaron

13. The wealthy Mrs. Newsome sends her fiancee Lambert Strether to Paris to fetch her son Chad home.  In Paris, Strether discovers that Chad has matured under the tutelage of his French mistress. Strether advises Chad to stay in Paris.  FTP, this is the plot of what 1903 novel by Henry James?
	Answer: The Ambassadors

14. It is a name given to about 25 different kinds of tall herbs that grow in the Old World, with flowers that hang like inverted bells. Belonging to the Figwort family, the best known one has the scientific name Digitalis purpurea.  FTP name this plant which figures in many mystery novels as a poison and is the source of the heart stimulant digitalis.
	Answer: Foxglove

15. The Earl of Clarendon wrote that "He will be looked upon by posterity as a brave, bad man." Indeed, he is remembered as a dictator, soldier and religious zealot,  a man who won a civil war and beheaded his monarch, only to form an even more repressive government.  FTP name this farmer turned general turned Lord Protector.
	Answer: Oliver Cromwell

16. The original title was Megale Synataxis tes Astronomias, and it was written in the 2nd century A.D.  Translated into Arabic in the 9th century, it is now known by its Arabic title.  Among its contents are Hipparchus's catalog of the stars and a description of how its author saw the universe.  FTP name this famous text by Ptolemy.
	Answer: Almagest

17. As part of the Persian Empire in the 6th century B.C., it was called Aryan a.  Conquered by Alexander the Great, it was divided between the Seleucids and Bactria after his death.  Later the Kushan dynasty established a Buddhist empire centered here.  FTP name this Asian nation that fought the British for independence in the 19th century and the Russians in both the 19th and 20th centuries.
	Answer: Afghanistan

18. It is a long episodic novel dealing with the romantic adventures of the title character, a prince of the Heian period.  Writtten by Murasaki Shikibu in the 11th century, it is often considered the world's oldest novel.  FTP name this classic of Japanese literature.
	Answer: The Tale of Genji

19. His Difference Engine weighed about 2 tons and was designed to do calculations to the 20th place and print the answers on paper.  It was never completed due to the difficulty in obtaining parts of the required precision.  He next conceived the Analytical Engine, which used the punch card of Jacquard.  It too was never finished. FTP name this English mathematician who developed the concepts that led to computers.
	Answer: Charles Babbage

20. Sir Edward Mauley is a "black" one in the title of a novel by Sir Walter Scott, Xit lived at the court of Edward VI, and Alberich stole the Rhinegold.  For 10 points, what is the common mythological term applied to these characters as well as a race of underground dwellers in the works of Tolkein?
	Answer: dwarf or they are all dwarves

21. It usually begins with allegro, followed by a slower movement, then a dance form or scherzo, then a finale. The allegro usually has 3 parts called the exposition, the development, and the recapitulation.  FTP name this instrumental composition of which an example is Moonlight.
	Answer: Sonata

22. They include the main figures from the pediments, 15 slabs from the metopes and 56 slabs from the frieze.  They also include a caryatid from the Erechtheum.  In 1801 the British ambassador at Constantinople received permission from the Ottoman government to remove the sculptures from Athens.  FTP name these sculptures now in the British Museum.
	Answer: Elgin Marbles

23. Alesssandro Moreschi was the last active one, Fannelli was perhaps the best, with Gaspero Pacchieroti close behind.  The deed was performed while they were young, and it generally resulted, with the proper training, in an exquisitely beautiful voice with a 3-octave range.  FTP name this class of "sexually-challenged" male singers popular in the 18th and 19th centuries.
	Answer: Castrati

24. It lies on both sides of the Ultava River and is both a port and an industrial center. The Holy Roman Emperors once had a residence here and it figured prominently in several European wars.  FTP name this city where Kepler, Capek and Kafka all lived and where a man was once thrown out of a window.
	Answer: Prague

25. It's vaults tower 118 feet above the ground.  The walls are little more than stone lattices opened by vast window expanses and supported by flying buttresses.  The interior is ablaze with the glow of huge stained glass windows.  FTP name this Paris cathedral, built in the 12th century and considered one of the purest early Gothic buildings.
	Answer: Chartres

They live in Australia and New Guinea and belong to a group of mammals called Phalangers.  They are nocturnal and eat fruits, flowers and insects.  There are about 40 species, including the brush-tailed, ring-tailed, and pygmy.  FTP name this marsupial that is not closely related to a similiarly named North American critter.
	Answer: Possum (do not accept Opossum)

They may be red, green or blue and must theoretically combine to produce white.  They may also consist of the flavors up, down and sharp and may have charges of 2/3, -1/3, and 1/3 times that of an electron.  FTP name this particle whose existence was proposed in 1963 by Marray Gell-Mann.
	Answer: Quark

It consists of 12 books, which follow the hero as he sets sail from Troy.  He is blown off course by a storm and ends up in Carthage, where he falls in love with Dido.  But Jupiter orders him to continue his journey.  Later, he goes to the underworld.  FTP name this epic poem by Virgil.
	Answer: Aeneid

The proponents of this theory dismiss fiscal policy as being ineffective in regulating the economy.  They instead believe that management of the money supply is the key to controlling inflation. FTP name this economic theory supported by Milton Friedman.
	Answer: Moneterism

It is a common name for an annual herb of the Linaceae family. A commercially valuable product is obtained by a process called retting, which involves exposure to sun and water.  The plant seeds are crushed to make linseed oil.  FTP name this plant and the fiber which is obtained from it.
	Answer: flax

Founded in 1681, by 1774 it was the 2nd largest Englishspeaking city in the world.  Today, it is in the top 10 US cities, with one of the world's largest freshwater ports and over 30 universities, including Drexel and Bryn Mawr.  FTP name this city on the Delaware and Schuykill Rivers.
		Answer: Philadelphia
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1. FTP each identify these battles of the American Revolution from a brief description.
1. Generals Montgomery and Arnold attacked this city in the midst of a blizzard on Dec. 31, 1775.  Montgomery was killed and Arnold Wounded. Daniel Morgan then took command and was forced to surrender over 400 men.
	Answer: Quebec
2.  On Feb 27, 1776, about 1700 Tories were turned back here by 1000 North Carolina militia.  The defeat caused the British to abandon plans for a base in the state.
	Answer: Moore's Creek Bridge
3.  The British route to Albany was blocked here by Horatio Gates on Sept. 19, 1777.  With 7000 men Benedict Arnold persuaded Gates to attack John Burgoyne.  The day's fighting was fierce but ended in a stalemate.  This is sometimes called the first battle of Saratoga.
	Answer: Freeman's Farm

2. For the stated number of points identify these characters from A Doll's House by Ibsen
a. for 5 pts, the spoiled wife who is the main character.	Answer: Nora Helmer
b. FTP Nora's husband					Answer: Torvald Helmer
c. For 15 pts the man who blackmails Nora		Answer: Krogstad

3.  FTP each identify these cell structures from a brief description.
a. the material between the outer membrane and the nucleus		Answer: cytoplasm
b. the small sites where proteins are synthesized				Answer: ribosomes
c. found in plant cells, these organelles include the chloroplasts		Answer: plastids

4.  For 5 pts each, given a battle name the European war it occurred in.
Marston Moor	English Civil War
Malplaquet	Spanish Succession
Poitiers		Hundred Years War
Lutzen		Thirty Years War
Narva		Great Northern War
Sevastapol	Crimean War

5. FTP each identify these terms used for prehistoric stones.
a. The term used for an isolated standing stone			Answer: Menhir
b. A horizontal stone placed across two menhirs			Answer: Dolmen
c. A megalithic tomb comprised of a pile of heaped stones	Answer: Cairn

6. For 5 pts each identify the capitals of these island nations.
1. Dominica		Answer: Roseau
2. Grenada		Answer: St. George's
3. Trinidad and Tobago	Answer: Port-of-Spain
4. Cape Verde		Answer: Praia
5. Solomon Islands	Answer: Honiara
6. Micronesia		Answer: Kolonia

7. Given a work by a 16th century English poet, name him for 5 pts each. 
1. Arcadia				Sir Philip Sydney
2. The Shepheardes Calender	Edmund Spenser
3. The Phoenix and the Turtle	William Shakespeare

8. FTP each correctly balance each of the following equations using the lowest possible whole numbers. 15 seconds per part.
1. N2 + H2 = NH3		N2 + 3H2 = 2NH3
2. C6H6 + O2 = CO2 + H2O	2C6H6 + 1502 = 12CO2 + 6H2O
3. Na + CH3Cl = NaCI + C2H6	2Na + 2CH3Cl = 2NaCl + C2H6

9. Anthropologists generally recognise 6 species of hominids. Given a famous example, Identify the species for 5 pts each.
a. Lucy					Answer: Australopithecus afarensis
b. the Taung baby			Answer: Australopithecus african us
c. Java Man				Answer: Homo Erectus
d. Neanderthal				Answer: Homo Sapiens
e. the discoveries of the Leakey		Answer: Homo Habilis
f. the discoveries of Robert Broom	Answer: Australopithecus robustus

10. FTP each Identify these French monarchs from clues.
1. He was involved in a revolt against his father called the Praguerie. As king he fought the League of the Public Weal and aided the Lancastrians in the Wars of the Roses.  He was called the Spider King for his constant intriguing.
	Answer: Louis Xl
2. In 911 he ceded land to Rollo the Norse. Called the Simple, he was deposed by his nobles in 923.
	Answer: Charles Ill
3. He gained control of the Papacy in 1309 with the election of Clement V, thus beginning the Avignon Papacy. Called the Fair, he fought wars with the English and Flemish.
	Answer: Philip IV

11. 30-20-10 Identify this work.
1. In this novel the author uses a "time machine" to switch back to the past of each character
2. It deals with a group of US soldiers invading a Japanese island during WWlI.
3. It was the first published novel by Norman Mailer.
	Answer: The Naked and the Dead

12. For 5 pts each name these celestial objects
a. the moon of Pluto					Answer: Charon
b. the 2 largest moons of Neptune			Answer: Triton and Nereid
c. the largest asteroid					Answer: Ceres
d. the planet whose moons include lo and Europa	Answer: Jupiter
e. the planet whose day is equal to 118 earth days	Answer: Venus

13. For 5 pts each  identify the painters of these works.
1.  Burial of Phocion		Answer: Nicolas Poussin
2. School of Athens		Answer: Raphael
3. Madonna With the Long Neck	Answer: Parmigianino
4. Rape of Europa		Answer:Titian
5. Arnolfini Wedding		Answer: Jan Van Eyck
6. Hunters in the Snow		Answer: Pieter Brueghel

14. For pts each given a city, name the river it lies on.
1. Nantes, France			Answer: Loire
2. Turin, Italy			Answer: Po
3. Kiev, Ukraine			Answer: Dneper
4. Dresden, Germany		Answer: Elbe
5. Lyon, France			Answer: Rhone
6. Shrewsbury, England		Answer: Severn

15. Identify the writers of these Russian works for 5 pts each and 30 pts for all correct.
Twenty Six Men and a Girl		Maxim Gorki
The Legend of the Golden Cockerel 	Aleksandr Pushkin
Dead Souls				Nikolai Gogol
The Gulag Archipelago			Alexander Solzhenitsyn
The Silent Don				Mikhail Sholokhov

16. For 5 pts each identify the composers of these works.
Prague Symphony	Answer: Wolfgang A. Mozart
Ukranian Symphony	Answer: Peter Tchaikovsky
The Heroic Poloniase	Answer: Frederic Chopin
Tannhauser		Answer: Richard Wagner
Slavonic Dances	Answer: Antonin Dvorak
Samson and Delilah	Answer: Camille Saint-Saens

17.  The Red Cross has won the Nobel Peace Prize three times. FTP Identify these other organizations that have won the prize, given the year or for 5 pts if you need a description.
1. 10 pts: 1965	5 pts: This UN agency assists children
	Answer: UNICEF
2. 10 pts: 1954, 1981	5 pts: This UN agency is generally known for helping displaced persons
	Answer: UN High Commission for Refugees
3. 10 pts: 1988		5 pts: They were the first group of armed forces to win the award
	Answer: UN Peacekeeping Force

18. The modern nation of Djibouti was a European colony from 1862 to 1977.  During that time it had two colonial names.  For 10 pts each give these two colonial names and for an additional 10 pts name Djibouti's colonial ruler.
		Answers: France, French Somaliland, and French Territory of Afars and Issas

19.  FTP name the winner of the Nobel Prize in chemistry given the year or for 5 pts given his accomplishment.
a. 10 pts: 1918		5 pts: discovered a process for synthesizing  ammonia
	Answer: Fritz Haber
b. 10 pts: 1958 & 1980 	5 pts: identify the structure of insulin and developed a method for rapidly determining the structure of DNA fragments
	Answer: Frederick Sanger
c. 10 pts: 1904		5 pts: discovered and studied many of the Noble Gases
	Answer: William Ramsay

20. 	For 5 pts each Identify the composer of these operas.
The Girl of the Golden West	Giacomo Puccini
Rigoletto	Guiseppi Verdi
Don Pasquale	Gaetano Donizetti
Norma	Vincenzo Bellini
The Sorcerer	Arthur Sullivan
Tristan and Isolde	Richard Wagner

For 10 pts each identify these characters from The House of Seven Gables
a. The aging owner of the house who has had to open a shop
	Answer: Hepzibah Pyncheon
b. Hepzibah's brother who has been unjustly imprisoned for 30 years.
	Answer:  Clifford Pyncheon
c. The descendent of the house's architect who comes to board with Hepzibah.
	Answer: Matthew Maule

21. For 5 pts each identify the painters of these works.
Primavera				Sandro Botticelli
Juan, a servant				Deigo Velasquez
The Tub				Edgar Degas
Fish Magic				Paul Klee
Portrait of Madame Z			Pablo Picasso
Rape of the Daughters of Leucippas	Peter Paul Rubens

For 5 pts each given the secretary of state, name the US president he served under.
John Marshall		John Adams
Thomas Jefferson	George Washington
James G. Blaine	James Garfield
Charles Evans Hughes	Warren Harding
Philander C. Knox	William H. Taft
William J. Bryan		Woodrow Wilson

25. 

As everyone knows, St Paul is the twin city of Minneapolis, separated from it only by the Mississippi River.  But some other twin cities are separated, not only by rivers but by state lines as well. For the stated number of points, give the twins of the following cities, giving both City and State for credit. No credit if only city is named).
For 5 pts a. St. Louis MO	East St. Louis Illinois
For 10 pts b. Memphis TN	West Memphis. Arkansas
For 15 pts c. Columbus GA	Phenix City Alabama
	correct spelling)

FTP each name the Catholic Popes who were members of the Medici family.
	Answers:	Leo X. Clement VII. Leo Xl

30-20-10 Identify this novel.
30. The real villain of the novel is Mrs. Danvers, but the title character is also felt in a menacing fashion.
20. The 1940 movie based on this novel starred Joan Fontaine and Laurence Olivier and won an Oscar.
10. This gothic novel is generally considered the best work of Daphne du Maurier and opens with a dream about Manderley.
	Answer: Rebecca

FTP each identify these chemical elements given their atomic number and atomic weight or for 5 pts from a brief description.
1. 10. #82, 207	5. It's principle ores are galena and anglesite	
			lead
2. 10. #74, 184	5. It was isolated in 1783 and is one of the most dense metals
			tungsten
3. 10. #20, 40 	5.y Isolated by Davy, it is found in plants. animals and minerals like
dolomite	
			calcium

For 15 pts each identify these ballets from a brief description.  You will get 10 pts if you need the composer.
a. It features the "Kingdom of the Sweets" scene.
Composer:  Tchaikovsky	
			The Nutcracker Suite
b. It was the first ballet, performed in Paris in 1581 for a royal wedding.  Composer:  Balthazar de Beajuoyeulx
			Ballet Comique de Ia Reine

There are 3 main kinds of rock. FTP each given a rock, identify which type it is.
gypsum	sedimentary
gneiss	metamorphic
basalt	igneous

For 10 pts each identify these paintings from a brief description. If you need the artist you will get 5 pts.
a. Despite the Biblical title, the setting is Renaissance Italy, with a Bramantesque temple in the background.  In the foreground, the people are wearing contemporary clothes while the bride receives the ring from St. Peter.    Artist:  Raphael
		 Answer: Marriage of the Virgin
b. The captain wears a black suit and hat with a red sash. He has just told the Lt. to give the men their marching orders.  There is a drummer to his right and a girl running among the armed men to his left.     Artist:  Rembrandt
		Answer: Night Watch Or Captain Banning Cocq's Company)
c. It is effectively conceived in space, with elaborate treatment of the adult figures.  The artist is shown in the painting, looking at the observer, while Philip VI and his queen are reflected in a looking
glass.	The focus of attention is the blonde Infanta Margarita.
	Artist:	Diego Velasquez
		Answer:Las Meninas or The Miads of Honor

